
mental bacteria will be useful in dissecting the
roles of the auxiliary and core genome in
ecological differentiation. If after this process it
emerges that somemodel ormodels are consistently
validated for different study systems, these would
inevitably form a good basis for identifying
fundamental levels of clustering, or species.

In the foregoing we have emphasized ecotype
and metapopulation models, but there are others
that deserve consideration—notably the epidemic
clonal model (42) and the impact of phage epi-
demics causing classic Lotka-Volterra boom-bust
dynamics (43) illustrated in Fig. 2D—and it is
possible, even likely, that more than one of these
mechanisms may be relevant to any given
problem in speciation and cluster formation. Dis-
tinguishing among these mechanisms is the
bacterial species challenge (Table 1), described in
1991 by John Maynard Smith as follows: “Eco-
typic structure, hitch-hiking, and localized recom-
bination can explain the observed patterns of
variation. The difficulty, of course, is that the
model is sufficiently flexible to explain almost
anything. To test the hypothesis of ecotypic
structure, we need to know the distribution of
electrophoretic types [i.e., genotypes] in different
habitats” (17).

Much research on bacterial species to date has
come from studies on pathogens, where the cor-
rect identification of species is crucial for accu-
rate clinical diagnoses. However, for pathogens
the identification of the multiple ecological
niches within (for example) the nasopharynx or
gut is difficult, and studies of the relationships
between bacterial populations and ecology may
be more fruitful for some environmental species
where the categorization of niches is a more
tractable enterprise. Hopefully, we will soon
obtain richer data sets that map bacterial diversity
onto ecology and provide a way to distinguish
among various models of population differentia-
tion and speciation, including those based on
ecotypes or metapopulations.
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REVIEW

Is Genetic Evolution Predictable?
David L. Stern1* and Virginie Orgogozo2*

Ever since the integration of Mendelian genetics into evolutionary biology in the early 20th century,
evolutionary geneticists have for the most part treated genes and mutations as generic entities. However,
recent observations indicate that all genes are not equal in the eyes of evolution. Evolutionarily relevant
mutations tend to accumulate in hotspot genes and at specific positions within genes. Genetic evolution is
constrained by gene function, the structure of genetic networks, and population biology. The genetic basis
of evolution may be predictable to some extent, and further understanding of this predictability requires
incorporation of the specific functions and characteristics of genes into evolutionary theory.

One hundred and fifty years ago, Charles
Darwin and Alfred Russell Wallace pro-
posed that biological diversity results

from natural selection acting on heritable varia-

tion in populations. Both Darwin and Wallace
recognized the importance of heritable variation
to evolutionary theory, but neither man knew the
true cause of inheritance. Early in the 20th cen-

Table 1. A proposed strategy for developing and validating models of bacterial evolution that
might eventually be used to classify genetic diversity data and provide a firm foundation for a
bacterial species concept.

1. Collect samples according to systematic ecological stratification. Focus on longitudinal studies,
geographical studies, and measurement of physical and chemical gradients affecting bacterial
growth. Consider biotic factors such as the presence of other competing bacteria or parasitic phage.

2. For each isolate, sequence as much as possible and affordable (16S rRNA, MLSA, auxiliary
genes, full genomes, etc.).

3. Use empirical classification algorithms that use genetic and ecological data to jointly map isolates.
4. To guide model formulation, use population genetic tests on observed clusters, focusing on

tests for selection, population structure, and gene flow.
5. Generate evolutionary models and simulate populations.
6. Test, then reject or adapt, evolutionary models according to agreement between simulations

and real populations; if necessary, return to step 1.
7. For successful models, develop model-based methods for interpreting pure genetic data

(without ecological covariates) and test on new data.
8. If one or more validated models emerge, use these to classify genetic data and to develop

bacterial species concepts.
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tury, the rediscovery of Mendel’s studies allowed
for a formal mathematical treatment of alleles
in populations, generating the field of popu-
lation genetics. Population geneticists treated
genes and alleles as generic entities, particles that
were inherited and somehow caused variation in
the appearance, behavior, and physiology of
organisms—what we call collectively the pheno-
type. This level of abstraction was appropriate
given that a molecular understanding of gene
function lay many decades in the future. Even with
this rudimentary view of gene function, how-
ever, population genetics greatly clarified how
real populations evolve, and this theoretical un-
derstanding spurred the New Synthesis, combin-
ing population genetics with ecology, systematics,
and biogeography to explain and explore many
questions in evolution.

In the past 40 years, molecular biologists
have elucidated how genes regulate biological
processes, but only the most basic mechanistic
observations have been integrated into evolu-
tionary biology. For example, evolutionary theory
has effectively absorbed the distinction between
coding (nonsynonymous) and silent (synonymous)
substitutions in protein-coding regions, but other
aspects of molecular biology currently contrib-
ute little to evolutionary thought. The time has
now come to integrate the specifics of molecular
and developmental biology into evolutionary
biology. Over the past 15 years, many examples
of the genes and mutations causing evolution-
ary change have been identified (1). Patterns in
these data suggest that a synthesis of molecular
developmental biology with evolutionary the-
ory will reveal new general principles of genetic
evolution.

Nonrandom Distribution of Evolutionarily
Relevant Mutations
Recent studies suggest that the mutations con-
tributing to phenotypic variation [evolutionarily
relevant mutations (2)] are not distributed ran-
domly across all genetic regions. The most com-
pelling evidence comes from cases of parallel
genetic evolution: the independent evolution of
similar phenotypic changes in different species
due to changes in homologous genes or some-
times in the same amino acid position of homol-
ogous genes.

Many cases of parallel evolution have been
discovered across all of the kingdoms. At least
20 separate populations of the plant Arabidopsis
thaliana have evolved null coding mutations (mu-
tations that completely eliminate protein func-

tion) in the Frigida gene that cause early flowering
(3). Resistance to DDTand pyrethroids has evolved
in 11 insect species by mutations in either amino
acid Leu1014 or Thr929 of the voltage-gated sodium
channel gene para (4). Two virus populations
independently subjected to experimental evolu-
tion in a novel host accumulated many of the
same amino acid mutations (5). In total, about
350 evolutionarily relevant mutations have been
found in plants and animals, and more than half
of these represent cases of parallel genetic evo-
lution (1).

One explanation for parallel genetic evo-
lution is that most genes play specialized roles
during development, and only some genes can
evolve to generate particular phenotypic var-
iants. For example, mutations in rhodopsin can
alter light-wavelength sensitivity (6), and muta-
tions in lysozyme may enhance enzyme activity
at the particular pH of a fermenting gut (7). But
the reverse would not be true. Mutations in rho-
dopsin are unlikely to enhance fermentation, and
mutations in a digestive enzyme will not aid
detection of a particular wavelength of light,
even if each protein was expressed in the recip-
rocal organ.

Gene function explains part but not all of the
observed pattern of parallel genetic evolution. In
several cases, parallelism has been observed even
though mutations in a large number of genes can
produce similar phenotypic changes. For exam-
ple, although more than 80 genes regulate flow-
ering time (8), changes in only a subset of these
genes have produced evolutionary changes in
flowering time (3). Hundreds of genes regulate
the pattern of fine epidermal projections, called
trichomes, on Drosophila melanogaster larvae.
But only one gene, called shavenbaby, has evolved
to alter larval trichome patterns between Dro-
sophila species, and this gene has accumulated
multiple evolutionarily relevant mutations (9).
What is special about these hotspot genes?

Developmental biology illuminates why hot-
spot genes such as shavenbaby exist. During
development, multiple cell-signaling pathways
and transcription factors act together to progres-
sively divide the embryo into a virtual map that
specifies when and where organs will form. The
interactions between the genes encoding these
signaling molecules and transcription factors can
be represented as a genetic network. Gene inter-
actions are modulated in large part by the cis-
regulatory regions of patterning genes. (All genes
are composed of two fundamentally different re-
gions: a region encoding the gene product—a
protein or an RNA—and adjacent cis-regulatory
DNA that encodes the instructions governing
when and where the gene product will be
produced.) Transcription factors bind to cis-
regulatory regions of target genes, and the summed
effect of many such interactions at a target gene
determines whether the gene is expressed or not.
Patterning genes act within complex genetic net-

works, and usually each patterning gene contrib-
utes to the development of multiple cell types.
For example, most patterning genes that are active
during embryonic development of the epider-
mis contribute to the development of muscle-
attachment sites, sensory organs, tracheal pits,
trichomes, or other cell types.

The importance of regulatory networks in
determining which genes may be evolutionary
hotspots can be illustrated with the genetic
network that governs larval trichome develop-
ment in D. melanogaster (Fig. 1). In this network,
developmental patterning genes first collaborate
to divide the embryonic epidermis into domains
expressing distinct transcription factors. These
patterning genes then regulate the expression
of the shavenbaby gene, a so-called input-output
gene (10). Input-output genes integrate complex
spatiotemporal information (the input) and trigger
development of an entire program of cell dif-
ferentiation (the output). The Shavenbaby pro-
tein activates expression of a battery of target
genes that transform an epidermal cell into a
trichome cell. Each target gene triggers a spe-
cific aspect of cell differentiation, and production
of a differentiated trichome requires coordinated
expression of all target genes. The pattern of
trichomes over the body is thus determined by
the distribution of Shavenbaby protein in the
epidermis, which is controlled by the cis-regulatory
region of the shavenbaby gene. The shavenbaby
gene serves as a nexus for patterning information
flowing in and for cell-fate information flow-
ing out.

In the entire regulatory network governing
development of the Drosophila embryo, only
shavenbaby, with its specialized function to
rally the entire module of trichome morphogen-
esis, can accumulate mutations that alter trichome
patterns without disrupting other developmental
processes. Genetic changes in upstream devel-
opmental genes will alter trichome production,
but these mutations also disrupt other organs.
Changes in any one of the downstream genes are
not sufficient to create or eliminate a trichome;
concerted changes in multiple downstream genes
are required to build a trichome (11). Further-
more, all of the evolutionarily relevant mutations
in shavenbaby that have been identified so far
alter the cis-regulatory region and not the protein-
coding region. Mutations in the protein-coding
region would alter shavenbaby function in every
cell that accumulates Shavenbaby protein, and
this would alter every trichome produced in lar-
vae and adults. Thus, a developmental perspec-
tive clarifies why shavenbaby is a hotspot for
evolutionarily relevant mutations and why these
mutations occur in the cis-regulatory region of
the gene. We predict that the cis-regulatory re-
gions of other input-output genes may be hot-
spots for other phenotypic characteristics.

The shavenbaby gene provides one example
of a more general principle: that mutations af-
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fecting multiple phenotypic traits, so-called pleio-
tropic mutations, are unlikely to contribute to
adaptive evolution. As we discuss next, pleiotro-
py and other genetic and population-genetic pa-
rameters seem to influence the distribution of
evolutionarily relevant mutations.

The Factors Influencing the Distribution
of Evolutionarily Relevant Mutations
Pleiotropy. Some mutations generate specific
phenotypic changes, whereas pleiotropic muta-
tions alter several seemingly unrelated traits.
Two mutations that cause evolutionary increases
in the number of thoracic bristles in Drosophila
illustrate the difference between mutations with
specific and pleiotropic effects (Fig. 2). A cis-
regulatory change in the scute gene affects the
number of sensory organs only on the thorax
(12), whereas a coding mutation in the poils au
dos gene increases the number of sensory
organs on both the thorax and the wing (13).
The poils au dos mutation is more pleiotropic
than the scute mutation. Scute, like shavenbaby,
is an input-output gene, whereas poils au dos is
a patterning gene that, together with other
pattering genes, regulates scute expression
(Fig. 2). Mutations with pleiotropic effects will
rarely change all phenotypic traits in a favorable
way, and experimental evidence indicates that
pleiotropic effects tend to reduce fitness (14).
Selection may favor extra bristles on the thorax,
but not extrasensory organs on the wing. Even if

one effect of a pleiotropic mutation provides a
major improvement in fitness, the other effects
may be deleterious and will reduce the likeli-
hood that the mutation will become established
in the population (15).

Epistasis. When examined in a single genetic
background, a mutation may have a specific
or a pleiotropic effect. But in another genetic
background, the same mutation may produce a
different phenotypic effect because of nonaddi-
tive interactions of alleles: so-called epistasis.
For example, one allele in A. thaliana increases
growth in one genetic background but reduces
growth in a different genetic background (16).
The second genetic background is not simply
deleterious in general because a variant allele
at a second locus causes higher growth in this
background. Thus, the effects of one mutation
can depend on the genetic variation present at
other loci.

Epistasis is extremely common in natural
populations and it may sometimes reduce the rate
of evolution (17). Epistasis increases the pheno-
typic variance associated with a particular mu-
tation, causing a mutation to have a fluctuating
fitness effect dependent on the genetic back-
ground. Thus, in an Arabidopsis population con-
taining multiple genetic backgrounds, we expect
that selection for increased size will tend to favor
nonepistatic alleles that increase growth in all
backgrounds rather than epistatic alleles that
increase growth in only one genetic background.

Plasticity. Populations exposed to repeated
environmental changes may evolve genetic
mechanisms that produce different phenotypes
suited to different environmental conditions: so-
called phenotypic plasticity. For example, aphids
can produce multiple phenotypic forms in re-
sponse to environmental conditions, including
asexual forms that reproduce quickly and
sexual forms that lay overwintering eggs. Mu-
tations that eliminate sexual forms—that reduce
plasticity—may provide a lineage with a short-
term advantage, a much faster reproductive rate.
But in the long term, aphid lineages that do not
produce sexual forms tend to go extinct, perhaps
because they fail to adapt to changing environ-
mental conditions.

Similarly, in A. thaliana the Frigida gene
controls plasticity for flowering time. Frigida
responds to cold temperatures to induce flow-
ering. In regions with warm winters, null Frigida
mutations may provide a short-term advantage
by consistently triggering flowering, even in the
absence of a cold winter. But these mutations
eliminate plasticity for flowering time, possibly
preventing these plants from adapting to colder
temperatures or from recolonizing areas in colder
climates. Thus, the abundance of null Frigida
mutations in Arabidopsis populations must result
from factors that override the negative conse-
quences of reduced plasticity.

Strength of selection. When an environmental
change favors a phenotype that is vastly different

Drosophila melanogaster Drosophila sechellia

input/output
gene

Early embryonic patterning networks

Hox
genes

shavenbaby

singed
forked
WASp

shavenoid
CG13913

Arp2/3
enabled

diaphanous

miniature
CG15335
CG16798

Apico-Basal complexes

yellow
CG17905

Cuticle proteins
Catecholamine pathway

wingless

soxNeuro Dichaete

hedgehogEGF-R Notch

Epidermal cell shape remodeling

Actin
distribution

Membrane
matrix

Cuticle

BA

Fig. 1. Morphological divergence between species has been caused by repeated
evolution at an input-output gene. (A) D. melanogaster and D. sechellia differ in
the pattern of fine trichomes decorating the dorsal and lateral surfaces of the
larvae. This difference is caused entirely by evolution of the cis-regulatory region
of the shavenbaby gene (9). (B) The cis-regulatory region of the shavenbaby

gene integrates extensive information from developmental patterning genes to
generate a pattern of Shavenbaby protein expression that prefigures the pattern
of trichomes on the first-instar larva. Cells accumulating Shavenbaby will dif-
ferentiate a trichome because Shavenbaby protein regulates a large battery of
genes that act together to transform an epithelial cell into a trichome (11).
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from the mean phenotype in a pop-
ulation, mutations causing large phe-
notypic changes toward the new
optimum will be favored, at least
initially (18). For example, recently
domesticated races have probably
experienced strong selection by farm-
ers, and many recent domestication
traits result from mutations that cause
large phenotypic effects, including
pleiotropic deleterious effects. As an
example, six different null-coding
mutations in themyostatin gene cause
muscle hypertrophy in different
breeds of cattle (19). Myostatin is a
member of the transforming growth
factor–b superfamily of growth factors
and acts as a negative regulator of
muscle development. Although null
mutations of myostatin generate cat-
tle with more and leaner meat, these
cattle experience difficulties in calv-
ing and have reduced stress tolerance.
Strong selection during domestication
can obviously overcome the negative
pleiotropic effects of null myostatin
mutations.

Population history. The past and
current sizes of a population also in-
fluence genetic evolution. Small pop-
ulation size increases the effects of
random sampling of alleles, so-called
genetic drift. In small populations,
genetic drift will allow deleterious
alleles to occasionally increase in fre-
quency. For example, a small inbred
population of Bedouins in Israel has
evolved a high frequency of a reces-
sive allele that causes deafness (20).
With stronger genetic drift in small
populations, natural selection will fail
to promote the spread of adaptive mu-
tations of small effect. Instead, in
comparison with large populations,
adaptive mutations of relatively large
effect will tend to evolve by natural
selection in small populations.

Small populations also have an-
other critical effect on evolution: They
limit the total number of new mu-
tations introduced into the population
each generation. Thus, small popula-
tions may end up selecting far-from-
ideal mutations (those with pleiotropic
consequences and epistatic effects)
simply because potentially superior
mutations occur at a lower rate.

The abundance of null Frigidamu-
tations in populations of A. thaliana
highlights the importance of popu-
lation history in genetic evolution.
Null Frigida mutations have the
negative consequence of reducing

input/output
gene

D. melanogaster
D. melanogaster
natural variant D. quadrilineata

decapentaplegicwingless

u-shaped

extra macrochaete

poils au dos

Bar
hairy

pannier Iroquois
complex

scute  

senseless
hindsight

couch potato
snail

spineless

CG32392
quail

neuromuscullin

Notch Delta

Sensory cell 
fate determination

Cell adhesion

Differentiation into a sensory organ precursor cell

Actin and microtubule
distribution

B

A

29bp deletion

poils au dos (pad)

X X
scute

Fig. 2. Bristle patterns on the dorsal thorax of Drosophila species have evolved within species and between
species because of different kinds of mutations. (A) A mutation generating a null allele of the poils au dos gene
within a population of D. melanogaster increases the number of large bristles on the dorsal thorax (white
triangles indicate normal bristles and green triangles indicate extra bristles) (13). In contrast, the increased
number of bristles in D. quadrilineata results at least in part from changes in the cis-regulatory region of the scute
gene (12). The extra bristles caused by the poils au dos mutation are not as precisely positioned as the extra bristles
caused by the scute mutation (indicated by purple triangles). (B) The two evolving genes, poils au dos and scute,
occupy different locations in the genetic network that generates the pattern of bristles. The scute gene is an input-
output gene, whereas the poils au dos gene is a developmental patterning gene. The null mutation in poils au dos
increases sensory organ numbers not only in the thorax but also in the wing.
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plasticity for flowering time. These mutations
also have pleiotropic effects [they reduce fruit
production (21)] and display epistasis with
respect to other genes that control flowering
time (22). These observations suggest that null
Frigida mutations are not ideal alleles for con-
trolling flowering time. In fact, null Frigida mu-
tations must only rarely, if ever, be involved in
phenotypic divergence between species because
homologs of the Frigida gene exist in diverse
plant species. But natural selection has over-
come the deleterious effects of null Frigida mu-
tations to promote the spread of these mutations
in small populations. A. thaliana has migrated
from Scandinavia around the world
in the footsteps of agriculture. Sub-
populations have adapted to local
conditions, including the relatively
warm and short winters of more
temperate regions. A. thaliana plants
are self-fertile, so even a single plant
can give rise to a new population.
These small subpopulations pro-
vide fewer opportunities for bene-
ficial mutations of specific effect
to appear, and strong selection for
rapid flowering has favored what-
ever mutations of strong effect arose
in the population, such as null
Frigida mutations. The abundance
of null Frigida mutations probably
reflects the fact that these mutations
occur at a higher rate than muta-
tions without associated deleterious
consequences.

The Genetic Basis of Short-Term
and Long-Term Evolution
The Frigida example is not unique.
In many plants and animals, evolu-
tion over long periods (variation
between species) appears to differ
in several ways from evolution
over shorter periods (variation be-
tween domesticated races and be-
tween individuals within a species)
(1). Here are three general ways in
which long-term and short-term genetic evo-
lution differ.

First, epistasis is commonly found for the
mutations that contribute to phenotypic vari-
ation within species, whereas it is rarely ob-
served for the mutations that cause differences
between species. Within D. melanogaster, var-
iation in bristle number is caused by multiple
loci of relatively small effect, and these loci
have epistatic effects of the same order of
magnitude as the additive effects (23, 24). In
contrast, morphological differences between
Drosophila species result from multiple loci
of intermediate-to-small effect that only rarely
show epistasis (25, 26). Studies of body size
variation in chickens show a similar pattern,

with alleles segregating within species show-
ing more epistasis than alleles differentiating
species (27, 28).

Second, null mutations, which arise frequent-
ly and often cause pleiotropic and epistatic
effects, seem to contribute more to phenotypic
variation within species than to phenotypic dif-
ferences between species. About 55% of the
99 mutations known to cause domestication
traits are null-coding mutations, whereas only
7% of the 75 mutations known to cause inter-
specific differences are null-coding mutations
(Fig. 3). For example, although domesticated
cattle stocks have evolved multiple null muta-

tions of the myostatin gene, all mammal species
investigated so far possess a functional myostatin
gene.

Third, the frequency of cis-regulatory mu-
tations causing morphological variation differs
between taxonomic levels. Morphological changes
may occur either through coding changes or
through cis-regulatory changes (Fig. 2). Be-
cause mutations in cis-regulatory regions often
have fewer pleiotropic effects than mutations in
coding regions, morphological changes are
expected to involve mainly cis-regulatory muta-
tions (1, 2, 29). Within species, most mutations
that cause morphological variation have been
found in protein-coding regions (Fig. 3). In
contrast, between species most mutations that

cause morphological differences have been found
in cis-regulatory regions. Presumably, many of
the coding mutations found within species fail to
spread through populations, perhaps because of
pleiotropic deleterious effects.

These striking and unexpected differences
between short-term and long-term genetic evolu-
tion have emerged only recently with the accu-
mulation of a sufficient number of case studies.
These patterns are consistent with theoretical ex-
pectations of how the five parameters discussed
earlier (pleiotropy, epistasis, plasticity, strength
of selection, and population structure) should in-
fluence genetic evolution. Evolution over long

periods, reflected in the differences
between species, should result from
mutations relatively devoid of plei-
otropic and epistatic effects. In con-
trast, evolution over shorter periods,
reflected in the differences between
domesticated races and in the var-
iation segregating within species,
may often result from mutations that
disrupt plasticity or that have pleio-
tropic and epistatic effects. In sum-
mary, differences between species
are caused by a biased subset of the
mutations that have appeared within
natural populations (1).

Conclusions
Although mutations are thought to
occur randomly in the genome, the
distribution of mutations that cause
biological diversity appears to be
highly nonrandom. Gene function,
gene structure, and the roles of
genes and gene products in genetic
networks all influence whether par-
ticular mutations will contribute to
phenotypic evolution. Thus, for some
phenotypic changes, evolutionari-
ly relevant mutations are expected
to accumulate in a few hot-spot
genes and even in particular regions
within single genes. In addition,
population biology and ecology in-

fluence the spectrum of evolutionarily relevant
mutations. Over short periods, adaptive muta-
tions with deleterious pleiotropic effects may
be selected because mutations without delete-
rious effects have not yet appeared. In contrast,
over long periods adaptive mutations without
pleiotropic deleterious effects have more oppor-
tunity to arise and be selected.

The genetic basis of phenotypic evolution
thus appears to be somewhat predictable. These
emerging patterns in the distribution of mutations
causing phenotypic diversity derive, however, from
a limited set of data culled from the published
literature. It is possible that these patterns re-
flect biases in the way scientists have searched
for evolutionarily relevant mutations (1). For
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Fig. 3. Different kinds of mutations occur with different frequency during
short-term and long-term evolution. Among all mutations causing mor-
phological variation identified to date, the proportion of cis-regulatory
mutations (black bars) is higher for long-term evolution than for short-term
evolution. For all mutations that have been reported to cause phenotypic
variation in either morphology or physiology, the proportion caused by null
coding mutations (red bars) is higher for short-term evolution than for long-
term evolution. The numbers above the bars refer to the total number of
examples in each category. The number of cases of morphological evolution
(black bars) is a subset of the number of cases of phenotypic evolution (red
bars). Data are from (1).
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example, many researchers focus on candidate
genes, which precludes the discovery of pre-
viously unknown genes. In the future, we expect
that widespread adoption of unbiased experi-
mental approaches, for example genetic map-
ping, will provide data for robust tests of the
predictability of genetic evolution. Genetic map-
ping can be performed within species and, in
rare cases, between closely related species. Al-
ternatively, gene-by-gene replacement of all genes
from one species into a second species, although
experimentally tedious, may allow unbiased sur-
veys for species that cannot be crossed. This
approach would allow comparisons of distantly
related taxa and provide a direct test of whether
distantly related taxa have accumulated differ-
ent kinds of evolutionarily relevant mutations
than have closely related species.

More precise quantitative predictions about
the mutations responsible for phenotypic evolu-
tion will probably result from further synthesis
of molecular biology and population genetics.
New theoretical models will encompass multi-
ple population-genetic parameters within a ge-
nomic and developmental framework. These
models may provide insight into how the dis-
tribution of spontaneously arising mutations is
translated into the distribution of mutations seg-

regating within populations and how these two
distributions impact short-term and long-term
evolution.

Finally, the fact that long-term genetic evo-
lution may represent a biased subset of mutations
has applied consequences, from the development
of more efficient computer algorithms that utilize
evolutionary search strategies to the improve-
ment of agricultural crops and animals. Domes-
tication often selects for mutations that have
pleiotropic deleterious effects. Long-term evolu-
tion, in contrast, selects for mutations with specific
phenotypic effects, and this class of mutations
might be exploited to engineer domesticated
races that possess desirable characteristics with-
out associated unfavorable properties.
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